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Abstract 

ProtoGenie is an online
[1]

 End-User Development (EUD) authoring system
[2]

 that was created to support 

behavioral
[3]

 and clinical research
[4]

 primarily through experimental methods.
[5]

 It was developed by Pasadero, Inc. 

on an Open Web Technology Stack (HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript)
[6]

 and a SaaS (Software as a Service) software 

licensing and delivery model.
[7]

 Its core technology is the research protocol, which is a detailed, step-by-step map 

for programming and executing an experiment or other behavioral or clinical study.
[8]

 ProtoGenie merges advanced 

online web-authoring technology and tutorial instruction in research design to significantly reduce the dependence 

of researchers on software engineers and computer programmers and put research in the hands of researchers. This 

combination of web-authoring and research methods also makes ProtoGenie ideal for classroom hands-on learning 

and for online research methods and related courses. Rather than being aimed at a particular area of study, 

ProtoGenie is cross-disciplinary. It is generic
[9]

 in that it supports a wide range of experimental designs
[10]

 -- from 

the simple pretest-posttest design to the fully-crossed factorial design -- and other types of research, including 

survey method
[11]

 and clinical studies
[12]

 in the behavioral, natural and social sciences and other fields.
[13]

 ProtoGenie 

also provides data-collection support for observational, qualitative, case study, and other descriptive research.
[14]

 

With ProtoGenie, researchers author their own protocols. ProtoGenie guides authors through the specification of 

groups (manual and automatic randomized assignment of participants), events (intervention, control, and 

measurement), sessions, and implementation plans. There are slide shows that illustrate the protocol building 

process, templates that can be customized to fit a researcher’s individual needs, and tutorials that help a researcher to 

use the many features of ProtoGenie and an author from the idea stage to implementation. Because of the many 

tutorials and templates and extensive help, ProtoGenie offers an excellent way to incorporate online, hands-on 

learning into research methods and related courses so as to enrich the learning experience.
[15]
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What's In a Name? 

The word Proto in ProtoGenie is shorthand for protocol which refers to the plan of a scientific 

experiment or treatment. A protocol is a set of instructions to guide the conduct of an 

experiment. ProtoGenie automates protocols so that the computer will administer and record 

research sessions effectively, accurately, and reliably. Proto is also a key part of the concept of 
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iterative prototyping which ProtoGenie provides through inexpensive and fast development 

cycles. Genie is the name of the mythical spirit that looks after its master. It is also French for 

genius. Both are light-hearted metaphors for the way ProtoGenie helps the researcher stave off 

bad things and makes good things happen. 

Where ProtoGenie Fits Into the Domain of Software 

Support For Research 

ProtoGenie support software represents a special subset of the universe of all research support 

software, including support software for empirical and non-empirical research and for human 

and non-human research. This special subset is defined by its major distinguishing features, 

which are: 

 ProtoGenie is aimed primarily at the empirical study of human behavior, including 

psychology, psychobiology, cognitive science, and vision science. To this extent, 

ProtoGenie is distinguishable from research support software involving non-empirical 

studies and the empirical study of non-human subjects. However, ProtoGenie can support 

experiments involving animal subjects and could be used in many industrial studies, for 

example, to test materials under stress. 

 ProtoGenie specializes in experimental design and experimental design enables causal 

inferences. In this respect, ProtoGenie is distinguishable from research support software 

that does not involve calculated interventions for control over confounding influences to 

permit causal inferences about human behavior. However, data collection is an essential 

aspect of non-experimental research as well as experimental research.
[16]

 ProtoGenie 

supports the data collection aspect of non-experimental research(although it does not 

provide templates and tutorials for building protocols for non-experimental designs. 

 ProtoGenie was designed and built to create and execute protocols. ProtoGenie research 

protocols specify the operations required for the research design chosen for the study. 

ProtoGenie executes the study consistently with these protocols. A colorful analogy is the 

choreographing of a study as sort of a dance, meaning to specify events and to pre-

structure movements and the unfolding of the events. Insofar as ProtoGenie employs pre-

structuring it is not generally suitable for research that observes events as they occur in 

natural settings or processes, as is true of much qualitative research.
[17]

 However, one of 

the more powerful features of ProtoGenie is that it enables remote implementation 

outside a lab or other controlled setting in a more natural environment. 

 ProtoGenie is an authoring program End-User Development (EUD).
[18]

 This feature 

enables non-programmers to design and construct research protocols. The browser-based 

user interface was developed to permit non-programmers to engage in sophisticated 

experimental research with minimal dependence on computer programmers and software 

engineers. There are tooltips and other helpful explanations and instructions, menus, 

graphics, tables, and point-and-click and drag-and-drop operations and navigation to 

guide a researcher through the process of building a high-level experiment. At the same 
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time, ProtoGenie allows a more experienced user to move quickly from one task to 

another. That it merges research design and construction is a defining property of 

ProtoGenie that distinguishes it from support software developed by software engineers 

and programmers and that does only what the C++ or other lower level programming 

language allows and only in the way the code permits.
[19]

 

 ProtoGenie operates on an open web SaaS platform for the construction of research 

protocols and for the delivery of the service. That is, ProtoGenie protocols are 

constructed online. This distinguishes ProtoGenie from support software that does not 

construct protocols (or scripts) on line, meaning that they are created in local 

applications. 

 ProtoGenie executes protocols online. More precisely, ProtoGenie protocols are 

executed on an open web SaaS platform using standard URLs (Web addresses). This 

distinguishes ProtoGenie from support software that is not executed in an Internet 

browser, meaning that they are executed in local applications. The protocols/scripts of 

some support software can be executed in a browser but the actual construction of the 

scripts is not done online.
[20]

 Among other things, this property of ProtoGenie enables the 

crowdsourcing of participants to greatly expand the pool of potential participants. For 

example, researchers can publish ads or announcements in off-site locations that invite 

people to participate in their research by clicking on a URL (Web address). This new 

capability is multiplied many times over with the recent development of commercial 

online crowdsourcing services, including Amazon Mechanical Turk, oDesk, Elance, and 

CrowdFlower where all that is necessary is to register and submit the protocol URL 

created for the survey or experiment.
[21]

 

More Comparisons Between ProtoGenie and Other 

Research Support Software 

Commercial providers of software support for research tend to be identified with particular fields 

of study and specific functionalities and they are recognizable by the extent to which building 

protocols and executing them can be done online or must be done locally. There are online 

statistical analysis programs, online survey research programs, and there are online presentation 

programs, but they are not intended for use in authoring protocols or conducting experimental 

research.
[22]

 Also, there are online programs that provide customized software and hardware 

instrumentation in specialized areas of research. There are a number of applications and utilities 

that offer precision cognitive, reaction time, and eye-movement measures that can be 

administered on lab PCs or remotely over the web. A good example is InQuisit by Milisecs. 

However, this research support software is not built on an authoring platform and it is not 

generic in application. 

The software toolkit for psychological research called E-Prime by PST (Psychological Software 

Tools) may be the closest to ProtoGenie in terms of what it does and how it does it. E-Prime 

supports experimental design and the construction of research “scripts” that can be implemented 

in a web browser. E-Prime has been many years in development and offers a comprehensive 
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studio of research support products, including both software and hardware. However, it is 

focused on behavioral, especially, psychological research. Moreover, PST’s specialized support 

for psychological and cognitive studies and experimental designs necessitates highly specialized 

and technical software and hardware instrumentation. Of particular note, the E-Prime scripts 

must be written locally and not online.
[23]

 Lastly, E-Prime is much more expensive than 

ProtoGenie.
[24]

 By contrast, ProtoGenie is cross-disciplinary, resides online, protocols are built 

and implemented online, it requires only a high speed connection to the Internet, its browser-

based user interface is exceedingly friendly and it is far less expensive. 

In short, ProtoGenie is built to provide primary support for the major research designs for all 

persons, including the large population of people who otherwise do not have the technical skills 

or resources required to pursue their own research interests without enlisting computer 

programmers or purchasing a specialized software support product that tends to fit their needs. 

To further its goal to put research into the hands of researchers, ProtoGenie promotes and 

facilitates collaboration and sharing.
[25]

 Consequently, ProtoGenie has the intrinsic potential to 

provide more convenient, easier to use, inherently sharable, more universal, and less expensive 

research support for a broader population. Moreover, ProtoGenie provides far less expensive and 

faster development cycles through iterative prototyping than traditional offline software. 

The Generic Property of ProtoGenie 

ProtoGenie is "generic," as well as cross-disciplinary. Generic software is a class of software that 

can be used for a number of different purposes without requiring modification. The alternatives 

are software that is single purpose and has to be modified or customized, if possible and 

affordable, for other uses.
[26]

 That ProtoGenie is generic, does not mean that it can be used for all 

research purposes. It does mean that ProtoGenie supports studies that employ different research 

designs or methods. For example, ProtoGenie can be used to create and execute a protocol for 

the pretest-posttest experimental design for one investigation and on another occasion construct 

and implement a protocol that employs the Solomon Four Group Design - without changes to 

ProtoGenie (or the need to look for another software program). ProtoGenie, then, is generic with 

respect to research method and field of study. 

Along with its end-user authoring and SaaS online delivery, ProtoGenie has taken a major step in 

the development of effective and inexpensive software support for research. 

History 

The primary mission of Pasadero, Inc. has been to enable those who are not tech savvy and 

command limited research capital to do research they have been unable to do by putting user-

friendly, low cost technologies and software tools into their hands.
[27]

 The concept of ProtoGenie 

emerged in 2001 with an interactive simulation model called LabTester.
[28]

 The concept of 

ProtoGenie as a response to these needs first emerged in 2001 in the form of an interactive 

simulation model called LabTester. 
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In 2002, this model was implemented on a desk top platform under the name Vlab. About this 

time, developers experimented with an entirely different user interface based on the concept of 

work flow, and the application was called "Dynagraph." 

These early efforts provided valuable insights into the needs of non-technical and inexperienced 

users, but the game changer was the decision to move entirely to a web platform, to “webify” the 

software so as to take full advantage of the rapid advancement of Internet-based technologies, 

and ProtoGenie was born.
[29]

 In the twelve-year period that followed, ProtoGenie was repeatedly 

upgraded to keep pace with the evolving Internet and web-authoring technologies, and to provide 

more efficient ways to conduct experiments, minimize subscription prices, reach more diverse 

and decentralized populations of researchers, and expand the pools of participants (subjects). A 

major upgrade involved the move from the proprietary Adobe Flash environment to HTML and 

subsequently to the full open web stack technology consisting of HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript. 

This upgrade paved the way for out-of-lab research where participants themselves are able to 

administer a research protocol. Making ProtoGenie compatible with mobile devices supported 

this new capability and furthered the end of data collection in the field.
[30]

 ProtoGenie’s history 

illustrates how it has been continually reinvented to take full advantage of advancing technology. 

After many iterations, refinements and improvements, including a streamlined browser-based 

user interface, ProtoGenie, proclaiming that it the most complete research support software 

because it both builds and executes protocols online, was officially released in beta by Pasadero, 

Inc. in June, 2014. 

Philosophy 

ProtoGenie integrates research design and computer technology. It does so by bringing together 

the revolutionary capabilities of the Internet and authoring technologies and the time-tested 

principles of classical experimental research. The impetus for ProtoGenie was that because of the 

separation of technology and research design, as well as the institutional grip on funding, had 

made research overly dependent on programmers and software engineers and too costly. 

ProtoGenie is rooted firmly in the philosophy of science and experimental design controlling for 

confounding influences in collecting empirical data and making of causal inferences.
[31]

 Because 

it is server-based and resides entirely on the Internet, ProtoGenie is easier to use and more 

efficient than software packages that must be downloaded and run locally as to either research 

design or implementation or both. As a web application, Protogenie is well-positioned to take 

full advantage of emerging technologies, such as SaaS and HTML5, and to expand experimental 

research beyond the laboratory, thereby permitting larger and more representative samples, more 

natural settings and much greater flexibility in implementation. 

ProtoGenie’s developers believe that software is capital, to be preserved and reused, rather than a 

commodity to be used once and thrown away. To that end, ProtoGenie urges it subscribers to 

collaborate and share and provides the means for such collective activity, including a public 

library of protocols that may be browsed for design ideas. This philosophy is aptly captured by 

the ProtoGenie motto: “Share (protocols) unto others as you would have them share unto you.” 
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ProtoGenie Highlights 

ProtoGenie dramatically reduces dependence on programming specialists and puts research in 

the hands of researchers where it belongs. It merges research design and authoring software, its 

innovative use of the concept of a research protocol, as a step-by-step design and plan for 

implementation of research on the web, an easy to use browser-based interface, and extensive 

online assistance in creating and implementing protocols that fit a researcher’s individual needs. 

There is automated case management, including email alerts to researchers and participants to 

reduce participant drop out and enhance participant compliance. ProtoGenie makes traditional 

implementation in the laboratory faster, easier, and less expensive. It extends implementation 

into the field, where participants can administer protocols. Its compatibility with mobile device 

operating systems, including those of touch tablets and smart phones, means protocols can be run 

and data collected outside labs, reducing the physical constraints that threaten external 

validity.
[32]

 Among other highlights, ProtoGenie provides a setting for hands-on, active learning 

by students in research methods courses and supports intra-university and inter-university 

communication and other interaction among students and it offers safe and controlled 

environments for testing software for use in sensitive areas of research, such as in some clinical 

trials. In the spirit of widening access for all researchers, ProtoGenie is screen-reader compliant 

under Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, meaning that what is displayed on the 

screen can be read aloud by means of a screen reader for users with disabilities.
[33]

 

Special Projects 

The name of ProtoGenie’s developer, Pasadero, Inc., means "path maker," or "stepping stone." It 

aptly captures the goal to put low-cost and easy to use technologies and software tools into the 

hands of people who are not computer programmers and who have limited research budgets. The 

aim is to serve the needs of researchers who have been poorly served by today's top-down 

institutional funding agencies, software engineering industries and academia. Four ProtoGenie 

projects that further its aim warrant special mention. They involve: 

 Expanding ProtoGenie support for clinical trials by drawing on ProtoGenie's capability 

for multiple sessions and its email alert system to enhance control and participant 

compliance. 

 Development of an expert system (wizard) to guide users toward the best research 

designs for their studies given their objectives and resources; 

 Promoting instructional uses of ProtoGenie to offer hands-on learning experiences, 

especially in research methods courses; 

 Introducing K-12 children and young adults to scientific method through the use of 

ProtoGenie to make conducting scientific experiments interesting. 

• Connecting ProtoGenie to ||crowdsourcing|| services to open up vast new participant pools. 

The objective of the first project is to enhance support for complex clinical trial designs. 
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The objective of the second project is to discover the generic structure and components of all 

research designs and to use this knowledge to create a question and answer intelligent system or 

wizard to help users to identify the research design that best fits their study objectives given their 

resources. This expert system responds to the reality that in practice research is not a neatly 

packaged one-shot look at reality. It is sometimes a messy process of fits and starts and 

adaptations to missing information, sporadic peeks at the world, replication, and triangulation. 

ProtoGenie provides inexpensive and fast development cycles for the evolution of research 

support software through iterative prototyping. The longer term objective of this project is to 

provide a logical framework for research methods courses, a planned WBT (Web-based Training 

Application), and a textbook that will elaborate the unique concepts and design of the 

ProtoGenie web authoring environment. 

The objective of the third project is to help bring scientific method to children from middle 

school to young adults. The initial focus will be on Science Olympiad, national and state 

programs in which teams of young people compete for the best science applications
[34]

 

The fourth project addresses the problem of inadequate participant pools. Because of 

ProtoGenie’s unique online architecture, protocols can be administered by researchers in 

traditional labs or by participants in their own habitats on their own or project-supplied devices. 

This opens many doors including the technical ability to use crowdsourcing technologies to tap 

into vast new pools of participants.
[35]

 The aim of this project is to address the problems 

associated with using crowdsourcing in social research and to develop the interface connecting 

ProtoGenie researchers and crowdsourcing services. Applications range from researcher-initiated 

calls for participants online to the use of commercial online services. The growing list of 

crowdsourcing services in, Amazon Mechanical Turk, oDesk, Elance, and CrowdFlower. 

Anticipated issues include the representativeness and quality of samples and ethical questions 

concerning compensation policies and rates. There also are policy issues raised by 

crowdsourcing services regarding the eligibility of “100% automated HITS (Human Intelligence 

Tasks)”.
[36]

 

Financial and Development Policy: No Wine Before Its Time 

Early research and development of ProtoGenie was funded by a Small Business Innovation 

Grant (SBIR).
[37]

 Subsequent research and development was continued by a team of highly 

dedicated individuals working from their homes and connected via the Internet and who have 

kept ProtoGenie alive through personal contributions and volunteer work. The group has agreed 

to take whatever time is necessary to be sure that ProtoGenie meets the goal of putting research 

into the hands of researchers to the extent that advancing technology, particularly that associated 

with the Internet, allows. The implied policy of not promoting or releasing ProtoGenie until the 

time was right has been a hardship at times, but the mantra “no wine before its time” has proved 

right. 

ProtoGenie is notable for the quality of the development team, for the attention given to design 

and user interface and for the intensive testing and feedback behind it. ProtoGenie is notable as 

well for the maturity of its design, the enthusiasm of the development team, and the positive 

reactions of the inner circle of people who were given pre-publication access to view it and 
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provide feedback. Its unusual development history, philosophy, highlights, special projects, and 

financing scheme are remarkable. 

Because official publication and promotion has only recently begun, the membership to date is 

not an adequate measure of the important role that ProtoGenie is destined to play. A more 

meaningful measure is the response to the actual release and promotion of ProtoGenie and the 

extent to which that response indicates a latent demand for a research support toolkit built on the 

principles and painstaking development of ProtoGenie. Because of the gradualist development 

model, ProtoGenie is free of encumbrances and well positioned for growth. 
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